Tsimane may be the most exciting new destination we have ever seen. Located in a remote, indigenous territory of Bolivia where the Andes meet the upper Amazon, the rivers of the region are both familiar and foreign. Technically jungle freestones, these rivers are similar to the smaller winter steelhead systems of the Pacific Northwest or the hearty trout systems on the west side of New Zealand’s South Island, but the fierce migratory golden dorado that inhabit these rivers mandate more tarpon-like techniques. In Bolivia, anglers wading wet with eight weight rods cast five inch flies on wire leaders through endless water types with consistent catches of pugnacious, aerial dorado in the 8-35 pound class. Without exception, all of the anglers we have sent to Tsimane rate the trip among the top three angling experiences in their extensive careers.

Tsimane is operated by an Argentine outfitter with exclusive rights to the region. The split week program incorporates three days at two separate luxury base camps as well as the option to overnight at remote out-camps. The main lodges feature cabins made from hand hewn local timber, private bathrooms with hot showers, satellite telephone and internet as well as fine cuisine. While anglers access the rivers by boat, considerable walking and wading is essential to success. This trip into the heart of the Bolivian jungle is best suited to adventuresome, fit travelers. The rewards include incredible flora and fauna, the opportunity to interact with indigenous people, and world class fishing. Due to the well deserved “buzz,” spaces are extremely limited.
For anglers who enjoy warm getaways in the winter, unparalleled wildlife viewing, remote wilderness settings and ultra-consistent fishing for large, aggressive, hard fighting fish, the Brazilian Amazon is a place you need to visit. Fishing well from November through mid-April, this venue is a proven winner.

**AGUA BOA AMAZON LODGE**
Located in northern Brazil, the Agua Boa is remarkably clear, with white sand beaches more reminiscent of the Florida Keys than what most expect of the Amazon jungle. Overlooking the river is the Agua Boa Amazon Lodge, the world’s first operation dedicated exclusively to pursuing peacock bass and other jungle species on the fly.

The lodge provides anglers with a level of comfort unrivaled in the Amazon. Guests stay in private, air conditioned bungalows with two queen beds, a sitting area, private bathroom, and a porch overlooking the river. Home to world class bird watching and wildlife viewing, the lodge also features a swimming pool, entertainment room, and other amenities suitable for non-anglers. With over one hundred miles of private water, this is a premier peacock bass destination for discerning fly fishers.

*Rate: $5,500 per person for a 7 night/6 day package*

**RIVER X**
While some of our clients are slow to gravitate towards an Amazon fishing adventure, we encourage them to think of it as a stand-in for the ultimate saltwater fishing trip – warm, visual, remarkably consistent, and packed with some of the most voracious, hard fighting game fish imaginable. These trips have all the attributes of a saltwater fishing experience except they take place a few thousand miles inland and you will likely return more bruised and beaten from fighting fish than you would from a typical trip to the Caribbean.

The Vermillion's latest venture, River X, has been built around the needs of hardcore fly anglers, especially those interested in sight fishing. The floating safari camp has tasteful cabin barges complete with air conditioning and private shower baths, a spacious dining barge, and a bilingual camp host. From this most unique base, anglers set out by jet boat to fish for three species of peacock bass as well as a dozen lesser known jungle species.

*Rate: $4,850 per person for a 7 night/7 day package*
**Kabushka Float, Kamchatka**

*The Kabushka is our top pick for wade fishermen keen on targeting giant rainbows. Photo: Mike Van Wormer*

There are a great many remarkable trout rivers in Kamchatka, Russia; however, when getting from here to there is anything but easy, we want to highlight one in particular that will all but guarantee your results are more than worth your efforts. Protected by its code name “the Cabbage,” the Kabushka is ideally suited to self-sufficient anglers who enjoy thoroughly working a river on foot. Its broad shallow flows are easy to wade but landing its monster trout is another thing altogether. Conservative estimates place the system’s average trout at 24 inches with specimens of 30 inches landed on almost every float. More remarkable is that these fish are incredibly thick for their size making a shot at a trout in the 15-20 pound class a distinct possibility.

Our outfitter has many years experience on the river and prefers letting anglers wade fish the meandering flows while the rafts, equipped with comfortable camping equipment bring up the rear. Typically the designated float length will be less than 30 total miles, enabling game anglers to walk and wade the vast majority of the river over the course of a week. With a handful of mice, some big streamers, and a solid eight weight, this is the ultimate Kamchatka trip for 2011.

**Where adventuresome anglers swing mice and streamers for Russia’s largest river-born rainbows**

**Trip Details**

- **Season:** August – September
- **Fish Species:** Rainbow trout, Dolly Varden, Pacific salmon
- **Lodge Capacity:** 8 anglers
- **Rate:** $5,850 per person for a 7 night/8 day package
- **Full Details:** See [www.flywatertravel.com](http://www.flywatertravel.com)
Fly Water represents a host of quality salmon camps in Quebec, Iceland and Russia. Photos: Ken Morrish
Exotics

Dr. Bryan Sohl in the process of being bested by a trophy Kola Peninsula Atlantic salmon. Photo: Ken Morrish.

Atlantic Salmon

For those who enjoy swinging flies for sea-run fish, the world of Atlantic salmon fishing is rich and rewarding beyond compare. With many of the best fisheries improving each year due to enlightened management practices, these legendary fish and the diverse systems they inhabit are a mandatory addition to a serious angler’s life list.

Russia

Russia’s Kola Peninsula represents the ultimate in adventure angling for Atlantic salmon. At Fly Water we work with numerous outfitters that cumulatively represent the finest trophy fisheries in all Kola. For consistent high catch rates we recommend the Ponoi, where we work with the classic high end Ryabaga camp, the new Brevyeni camp and the economical Acha camp. We also represent two of the best trophy systems: the Yokanga and the Umba rivers. For a legitimate shot at a 30 pound salmon on the fly, these are the systems. Rates vary widely from camp to camp and from week to week.

Rate: Please call for details

Québec

Relatively close to home, yet a world apart, the crystalline rivers of Québec offer an exceptional fishing venue at a reasonable price. Our preferred outfitter in Québec is Camp Bonaventure, located on the banks of the legendary Bonaventure River. With outstanding meals and accommodations as well as access to both the Grand and Petite Cascapedia, this is a venue so good that it draws many European anglers across to our side of the pond.

Rate: CAD $5,075-$5,775 per person plus HST per week

Iceland

Iceland offers a myriad of exclusive and diverse Atlantic salmon streams and rivers. With classic lodges on the broad waters of the East and West Ranga or small challenging walk and wade rivers like the Midfjardara, Iceland offers endless options for both light tackle single hand anglers and spey anglers alike. If you are considering Iceland, let is help you plan an itinerary that meets all of your needs.

Rate: Please call for details

1-800-552-2729
Mongolia offers massive surface oriented fish, an unequalled cultural experience and two distinct fishing seasons (May – June, followed by September). Now with exceptional base camps and float trips available, we look forward to helping you plan a most memorable trip to Mongolia.

The Taimen Camps
Mongolia is a wild, unbroken land reminiscent of Montana and the American West before settlement. Here you will find some of the world’s largest remaining tracts of true wilderness, rich with clear, free flowing rivers and vast golden forests of birch, aspen, larch and alder.

You will also find the world’s largest salmonoid, the taimen, a vicious surface-oriented predator known for its explosive dry fly takes. While these unique fish average 28 to 30 inches, anglers have landed fish in excess of 60 inches and had encounters with fish estimated at over 100 pounds!

Located in the north central portion of Mongolia, the Vermillion’s taimen camps are well-appointed with comfortable 18-foot gers (traditional Mongolian tents) complete with wood stoves, electricity, tables, chairs, and wood floors. Additionally, all camps have hot showers, translators well versed in Mongolian culture, and exceptional American guides who will help you access miles of prime water via jet boat.

Rate: $5,900 per person for a 7 night/6 day package

Fish Mongolia, Delger Muron Float Trip
For the truly game traveling angler, a float trip through the wilds of outer Mongolia represents one of the ultimate angling adventures. Rich with native culture, stunning scenery and countless opportunities to hook the huge fish, this wilderness float trip is unlike any other.

The Delger Muron River is one of the most beautiful and best kept secrets in Mongolia. Carved through limestone and granite bedrock, this clear pristine river is flanked by spectacular cliffs and rock pinnacles. Additionally, the Delger Muron offers world-class fishing for Mongolia’s native lenok trout and grayling.

Utilizing state of the art rafts with bow and stern fishing stations, anglers will cover 5-8 miles of water each day enabling ample time to wade fish prime runs. Hot lunches will be prepared streamside and anglers will arrive at fully set up overnight camps. All camps include individual tents, thermarest mattresses, a dining tent, toilet tent and simple shower. After a hearty breakfast anglers can begin working their way downstream and be picked up by their guides once camp is broken. Fish Mongolia uses both native and western guides to facilitate the most enriching and productive trip possible.

Rate: $4,450 per person for a 9 night/6 day package